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Currency Main focus of the week (S-T view) 

EUR ECB meeting the main focus. Update on macro outlook expected. Normalisation track re-affirmed 

USD Fed keen to control inflation – will the data play ball? CPI the focus this week. 

JPY Intervention watch after recent surge in USD/JPY above 125  

GBP Heavy data week – Inflation and employment reports to counter some of the BoE’s recent dovish rhetoric  

 

Overnight comment  
A jump in UST yields that saw the 10yr push up above 2.75% left Asian equity markets 
on the back foot. 10yr USY yields topped the yield on the equivalent Chinese bond 
for the first time since 2010 and CNH was a little soft, with USD/CNH hitting a high of 
6.3854. On-going lockdowns in China continue to disrupt supply chains and 
Chinese stocks led the drop in Asian time. Chinese CPI and PPI were both a little 

higher than forecast, coming in at 1.5%YoY and 8.3%YoY, respectively. Brent crude 
futures edged lower amid fears of weaker Chinese demand. Brent ended the Asian 
session just above the $100 level.    

 
EUR/USD initially jumped at the Asian open in the wake of the first round of the 

French presidential elections, where Macron did a little better than expected. However, 
the surge in 10yr UST yields gave USD a boost and EUR/USD gave back most of the 
early gains trading back below 1.09.  
 
USD/JPY pushed higher as UST yields jumped, with the pair again testing the 
125.0 level, eventually pushing above it late in the session. The BoJ’s Sakura Report 

downgraded the outlook in 8 out of 9 regions, underscoring the weakness in activity in 
recent months. It also supports Governor Kuroda in his view that the macro backdrop is 
weak and now is not the time to ease up in the push for 2% inflation by allowing 
longer-term yields to rise. The BoJ’s quarterly Branch Managers’ meeting is often a time 
that regional BoJ heads use to flag up currency concerns in their areas. 10yr JGB yields 
remain elevated close to the 0.25% upper limit. We expect that the BoJ will continue 
defend the 0.25% level if required.   
 
The weekly CFTC data in the week to 5 April showed limited movement. The biggest 
move was in AUD where shorts continue to be pared. Short AUD positions have more 
than halved over the past 4 weeks, as markets speculate that the RBA will have to join 
the G10 tighter policy party sooner rather than later. Speculative investors were also 
small buyers of USD, CAD and EUR and smaller sellers of JPY, GBP and CHF.   
 
 

Today’s Major Events and Data Releases 

Events over coming 24 hours Survey/Prev 

UK – GDP (%MoM, Feb) 0.2/0.8 

   Source: Bloomberg 

 
 
Eurozone/UK. The consensus call for UK GDP was for a rise of 0.2%MoM after a solid 

0.8%MoM jump in January. GDP rose just 0.1%MoM in February but there were some 
minor revisions to the back data and 3m/3m GDP is still running at an elevated 1.0%.           
 
US. There are no US data today but the Treasury kicks off a week of heavy supply with a 

$46bn 3yr note auction, followed by $34bn of 10yrs on Tuesday and $20bn of 30yr 
bonds on Wednesday. The Fed’s Bowman, Waller and Evans all speak later today.   
     

Market Summary  
(Source: Bloomberg)  
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Currency comment(s) 
 
BoC and BBNZ to keep hiking. BoC to accelerate the pace as labour market firms 
This week in addition to Thursday’s ECB meeting, the BoC and the RBNZ also meet - both on 13-April. Last Thursday, 
the Canadian government delivered a more-prudent-than-expected budget. A larger proportion of the windfall from 
solid growth and higher inflation was saved rather than spent. This is perhaps due to the fiscal authorities coming to 
understand that massive stimulus has been a key factor in driving inflation to multi-decade highs and keeping the foot 
on the fiscal accelerator will mainly add to inflation rather than growth.  
 
The Canadian economy remains in good shape. The labour market remains tight with the unemployment rate sliding to 
a 50-year low of 5.3% on Friday. The solid labour market is one factor pushing the central bank to get policy back to 
neural fast. The market is priced for at least a 50bp hike from the BoC, which we see as the likely outcome. The June 
hike is priced not far from 50/50 between a 25bp and a 50bp hike. With inflation likely to remain elevated in the short 
run and with high commodity prices a benefit to the Canadian economy, we see the risks of back to back 50bp hikes as 
elevated. There is a growing risk of Europe adding oil to its recently implemented coal embargo on Russia, which will 
likely keep energy prices high. The BoC is one of those central banks operating against a robust employment backdrop 
and it needs to actively seek to slow activity in coming months or risk a wage/price spiral. A red-hot housing market 
adds to the upside risks to activity and hence policy. Furthermore, if the Fed is set to push rates higher by 50bp at the 
next two meetings, this provides cover for the BoC to push ahead without generating excessive currency strength. 
Lagging too far behind might have the opposite impact. A weak currency is not usually welcome when the central bank 
is fighting high inflation. The BoC is also likely to announce the start of Quantitative Tightening – to start soon. Initially it 
is likely to be passive. The BoC will release new forecasts – inflation is due a sizable upgrade, while GDP is likely to be 
little changed.  
 
The RBNZ is also lined up to continue hiking. Rates in New Zealand are already at 1.00% reducing the urgency of a 
50bp hike. Nonetheless, as is the case elsewhere, the inflation backdrop has worsened significantly since the previous 
meeting on 23 February and a 50bp move is a possibility, especially as the RBNZ suggested rates needed to go above 
neutral at its previous meeting. Even the IMF has condoned a swift policy normalisation.  
          
 

 BoC and RBNZ seen pushing rates sharply higher…  …but USD and USTs have dominated recent moves 

  

Source: Bloomberg 
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FX forecasts (as of 1 Apr) Current Q2 22 Q3 22 Q4 22 Q1 23

USD/JPY 123 126 125 123 120

EUR/USD 1.11 1.09 1.07 1.09 1.10

GBP/USD 1.31 1.33 1.34 1.36 1.39

EUR/GBP 0.85 0.82 0.80 0.80 0.79

EUR/JPY 137 137 134 134 132

GBP/JPY 161 168 168 167 167
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